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Abstract—The growth of renewable energies elevates the significance of maintaining system balance and imposes more demands on regulation resources. Flexible loads have been extensively regarded as prospective regulation resources for providing ancillary services within power networks, including frequency regulation, primary reserve, and synchronized reserve. However, the dispatch of flexible loads presents the challenges of frequent data transmission and explosive data volume, leading to substantial pressure on communication networks. To improve the communication performance for providing effective ancillary services, this paper proposes a coordinated optimization framework for dispatching flexible loads in data valuation-aware power-communication coupled networks. The framework employs: 1) a data valuation approach considering inherent characteristics and ancillary services to distinguish the data transmission preference; 2) an analogous model of communication networks to power networks, formulating the relationships between different components (e.g., nodes, branches, et al.) within coupled networks; and 3) a coordinated optimization model for coupled networks, which analyzes the impact of data valuation-aware transmission in communication networks on the dispatching of flexible loads in power networks. Numerical results demonstrate that the proposed coordinated optimization can effectively allocate regulation resources by considering the limitations of communication networks and significantly improve the regulation revenue engaged in hybrid ancillary services.

Index Terms—Power-communication coupled networks, data valuation, coordinated optimization, hybrid ancillary services.

NOMENCLATURE

Sets and Indices

\( Q_a / N_a \quad \text{Set/index of LA } a \text{’s deviation data} \)
\( Q_a^C / N_a^C \quad \text{Set/index of LA } a \text{’s finally collected data} \)
\( Q_a^P / N_a^P \quad \text{Set/index of LA } a \text{’s inherently precise data} \)
\( A / N \quad \text{Set/index of load aggregators} \)
\( G / N \quad \text{Set/index of generators} \)
\( K / L \quad \text{Set/index of communication branches} \)
\( L / L \quad \text{Set/index of power branches} \)
\( W / I_w \quad \text{Set/index of hybrid ancillary service scenarios} \)

Abbreviations

BS Base station
EB Electricity bus
ICT Information and communication technology

ISO Independent system operator
LA Load aggregator
PJM Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland

Parameters

\( \delta^{+/} \quad L \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of bus angles} \)
\( h_w \quad A \times 1 \text{ vector of the relationship between regulation capacities and data-sending volumes for LAs} \)
\( F A \quad G \times M \text{ unit-node incidence matrix of LAs} \)
\( F G \quad G \times M \text{ unit-node incidence matrix of generators} \)
\( R \quad 1 \times W \text{ vector of requirements in hybrid scenarios} \)
\( \sigma, \zeta \quad K \times 1 \text{ vectors of communication price parameters} \)
\( \tau_w \quad 1 \times M \text{ vector of regulation prices of all power nodes in scenario } w \)
\( B^F \quad I \times K \text{ node-branch incidence matrix in communication networks} \)
\( B^P \quad I \times K \text{ node-branch incidence matrix in power networks} \)
\( D^F_{e+/} \quad K \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds for communication flow} \)
\( D^S_{e+/} \quad A \times I \text{ element-node incidence matrix of data source/load nodes} \)
\( k_{w}, k_{w}^T \quad A \times 1 \text{ vectors of weight coefficients of data quality/timeliness factor} \)
\( P R_{D,G} \quad G \times 1 \text{ vector of generators’ ramp rate limits} \)
\( P D_{A,+/-} \quad G \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of LAs’ dispatched load power} \)
\( P D_{G,+/-} \quad G \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of generators’ dispatched active power} \)
\( P A_{e+/} \quad L \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of active power flow} \)
\( P S_{A} \quad A \times 1 \text{ vector of LAs’ original load power} \)
\( P S_{G} \quad G \times 1 \text{ vector of generators’ original generation power} \)
\( Q D_{G,+/-} \quad G \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of generators’ dispatched reactive power} \)
\( Q A_{e+/} \quad L \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of reactive power flow} \)
\( U^{+/} \quad L \times 1 \text{ vector of lower/upper bounds of bus voltages} \)
\( \phi_w \quad \text{Dispatching period in scenario } w \)
\( f_w \quad \text{Data collection interval in scenario } w \)
\( \tau_{R} \quad \text{Reception time} \)
\( M_{w,a}^B \quad \text{Maximum permitted deviation of LA } a \)

Variables

\( \beta^Q \quad A \times 1 \text{ vector of data quality factors in scenario } w \)
\( \beta^T \quad A \times 1 \text{ vector of data timeliness factors in scenario } w \)
\( \delta \quad M \times 1 \text{ vector of electricity bus angles} \)
\( C^F \quad K \times 1 \text{ vector of communication costs across } K \text{ branches} \)
\( D_{E}^{Fw} \quad K \times W \text{ matrix of communication flow in } W \text{ scenarios} \)
The regular dispatching process of large-scale flexible loads for providing hybrid services by utilizing advanced ICTs.

Fig. 1. The regular dispatching process of large-scale flexible loads for providing hybrid services by utilizing advanced ICTs.

The remarkable surge in renewable energies has been ignited by net-zero commitments made by major countries worldwide [1], [2]. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency, the share of renewable energies in power generation is projected to reach 68% by 2030 [3]. The rapid expansion of renewable energies results in a significant increase in fluctuating power generation in power systems [4]. The fluctuation gives rise to an ongoing concern regarding the growing power imbalance between the supply and demand sides [5]. It follows that substantial regulation resources are required to maintain the power balance by providing ancillary services, such as frequency regulation, primary reserve, and synchronized reserve. Traditionally, regulation resources are typically supplied by thermal power plants and hydropower generators, among others. The regulation capacity of traditional generators may be insufficient in the near future, given that their contribution is limited due to the increasing presence of renewable energies [6]. To address the insufficiency of regulation resources, regulating flexible loads to provide hybrid ancillary services has emerged as an alternative and effective approach by employing advanced information and communication technologies (ICTs) [7].

The general flexible loads contain air conditioners [8], electric vehicles [9] and heat pumps [10], et al. This is due to their significant contribution to overall power consumption and their ability to energy storage. Each individual with a single flexible load possesses a much lesser capacity in comparison to the single traditional regulation resource. Hence, massive flexible loads should be aggregated as load aggregators (LAs) to provide ancillary services, thereby offering regulation capacities equivalent to those of traditional regulation resources [11]. Hui et al. [12] investigate heating, ventilation, and air conditioning to provide frequency regulation services and further reduce the energy cost in distribution networks. Jia et al. [13] aggregate air conditioners and electric vehicles to offer operating reserve capacities by the LA. Gu et al. [14] utilize hydrogen as energy storage for providing ancillary services, especially for power-to-hydrogen systems. For hybrid services, Shafie-Khah et al. [15] investigate a bi-level framework to dispatch electric vehicles to offer energy, reserve, and regulation services.

The implementation of various advanced ICTs is crucial for effectively dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide hybrid services [16]. They encompass a range of options, from wireline to wireless networks, such as power line communications [17], fiber optics, and 5G, among others. For example, high-speed power-line communication technology is utilized in [18] to transmit and collect information on residual flexible loads in power systems. Haidar et al. [19] utilize power line communication to dispatch and control battery energy storage to provide regulation resources. Liang et al. [20] control the regulation resources in microgrids by WiFi, ZigBee, and cellular networks.

Fig. 1 displays the regular dispatching process of large-scale flexible loads for providing hybrid services through the utilization of advanced ICTs. In power networks, various flexible loads are aggregated by LAs to provide hybrid ancillary services, encompassing regulation, primary reserve, and synchronized reserve. Substantial measurement and communication devices, such as measurement terminals, and control units, are installed to monitor the data of distributed flexible loads. The data is transmitted to the independent system operator (ISO) through communication networks. More specifically, the data collected from aggregated flexible loads is forwarded by the base station and ultimately obtained by the ISO.
B. Motivations

The rapid expansion of distributed flexible loads poses significant challenges to communication networks:

i) While allowing for accurate and dependable dispatching results, increasing measurement and communication devices are considerably equipped to monitor the flexible loads’ data, such as indoor temperatures of thermal loads, instructions of air conditioners, and load power. The utilization of numerous measurement equipment will inevitably result in vast quantities of data.

ii) Hybrid ancillary services necessitate a high frequency of data transmission to effectively monitor the data from flexible loads. For example, primary reserve and synchronized reserve services put forward that flexible loads should be monitored every minute within a 5-minute interval. More severely, regulation service demands that flexible loads should be monitored every 10 seconds within the same interval [21].

The explosive data volume and frequent data transmission impose critical pressure on communication networks, especially the non-negligible communication costs, which are necessary for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide hybrid ancillary services [22]. Being a vital element in power systems dispatching, it has been considered by several realistic power systems. In the Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland (PJM) region, the communication infrastructure incurs charges for every participant involved in their primary wide-area private network [23]. In the Australian Energy Market, the operator facilitates the availability of data communication providers for flexible loads to send data and receive instructions [24]. More specifically, various communication billing schemes have been proposed to charge for data transmission within communication networks. For example, Google Cloud implements a dynamically distributed price approach for transmitted data across different regions, with prices ranging from 0.10 USD/GB to 0.15 USD/GB [25].

There are several relevant papers on the communication network model for power networks. Liu. et al. [26] propose a security assessment of communication networks on power networks. Considering inappropriate control commands, Xin. et al. [27] further investigate the power-communication networks model to study the impact of communication security on power networks. Nevertheless, the communication network model is built for hierarchical power control systems. It may not be suitable for handling the transmission of explosive data volume when the ISO dispatches large-scale flexible loads in physical power networks. Moreover, there are some related papers on the optimization of power networks and communication networks. For instance, Ullah. et al. [28] introduce the distributed energy trading strategy for directed communication networks. Han. et al. [29] explore a collaborative optimization method for integrating the distribution power network and mobile communication network to utilize the flexibility of energy storage devices. However, the aforementioned studies neglect the existing communication costs in the operation of power networks. The dynamic communication prices and diverse data volumes in hybrid service scenarios result in communication expenses for the ISO in power networks.

Based on the critical pressure in data transmission in communication networks, organizing the data flow in communication networks can enhance communication performance, especially in communication cost savings by considering various values of LAs’ data. With this approach, more valuable data is expected to be transmitted across communication networks, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). As shown in Fig. 2 (c), first, when the LAs process higher data values, they are expected to be dispatched more by the ISO in comparison to those with lower data values. Second, a higher data value positively motivates larger data volume transmission across the communication networks. Third, a larger data volume typically results in increased LAs’ regulation capacities. Conversely, a lower data value leads to smaller data volume transmission in Fig. 2 (d). A reduced data volume signifies less regulation capacities for LAs. Thus, the ISO is required to strike a balance among data value, data volume, and regulation capacities associated with dispatching large-scale flexible loads in the power-communication coupled networks.

However, during the dispatching process, the value of data varies depending on flexible loads and ancillary service scenarios [22]. On the one hand, in a given scenario, the data from diverse LAs possesses distinct inherent characteristics [30]. For example, due to variations in measurement devices across LAs, the coherence between the actual data and the meter data varies, resulting in the diverse data quality among LAs. Considering the varying reception time of data from LAs to ISO, the value attenuation differs among LAs, resulting in diverse data timeliness. Some researchers make explorations in this field. Wang et al. investigate the data inherent characteristics focusing on data distribution and present the data valuation approach for the solar power [31] and wind power [32]. Furthermore, Liu et al. perform data valuation based on data quality and data timeliness [33]. On the other hand, data valuation is related to the application scenarios [34]. In the power system, the data exhibits different economic values, depending on various ancillary services. Under the circumstance of identical data collection frequency, the economic value of data in the synchronized reserve service scenario surpasses that in the primary reserve service scenario. Therefore, the
data value of flexible loads in hybrid services is a complex
dynamic evaluation problem.

C. Contributions

To fill in this research gap, we propose a coordinated
optimization framework for power-communication coupled
networks incorporating data valuation to dispatch large-scale
flexible loads in hybrid ancillary service scenarios, as shown in
Fig. 1. In this framework, regulation resources with higher data
value are prioritized for dispatch in power networks within
hybrid ancillary services, i.e., \( w_1 \): the frequency regulation
service; \( w_2 \): the primary reserve service; \( w_3 \): the synchro-
nized reserve service. Simultaneously, the data from regulation
resources with a higher data value, are also prioritized for
transmission in communication networks. The contributions
can be divided into three aspects:

1) We develop a data valuation approach that takes into
account both internal and external values. The internal value
is derived from inherent characteristics, i.e., data quality and
timeliness. The external value is defined as economic values
derived from regulation resource prices in hybrid ancillary
service scenarios. The data valuation approach prioritizes the
transmission of data in communication networks to address
the escalating pressure caused by the massive volume of data
being transmitted.

2) We establish the analogous model of communication
networks to power networks to illustrate the element-to-
element components in power-communication coupled
networks. Nodes, branches, sources, flows, costs, and revenues
are established analogously to elements in power networks.

3) Based on power-communication analogous networks,
we establish a data valuation-aware coordinated optimization
strategy for the involvement of regulation resources in hybrid
ancillary services. The ISO innovatively considers dynamic
communication pricing and the demands for transmitted data
volume from hybrid service scenarios when dispatching large-
scale flexible loads. By this approach, regulation capacities of
regulation resources with flexible loads are reallotted by
balancing the revenue and costs associated with regulation in
power networks, as well as the revenue from data and the costs
of communication in communication networks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
develops a data valuation approach considering both inherent
characteristics and hybrid ancillary services. Section III estab-
lishes an analogous model of data-transmitting communication
networks. Section IV formulates the coordinated optimization
problem that involves large-scale flexible loads in hybrid
service scenarios. Section V validates the proposed strategy and
displays the case results. Section VI concludes this paper.

II. DATA VALUATION MODEL

In the power-communication coupled networks, the data
center gathers all the data from LAs to facilitate the dispatch
outcomes by the ISO. Thus, the data center is the entity
responsible for the process of data valuation. The diversity
of data value in the dynamic power-communication coupled
networks is contributed by two aspects:

1) The internal value, evaluated from the inherent data
characteristics, includes data quality and data timeliness.

2) The external value, also known as the economic value
derived from data application, is dependent on the price of
the regulation power, which varies across different ancillary
service scenarios.

Based on the current data asset pricing method \([35]\), we
develop the following data valuation approach by integrating
both its internal value and external value:

\[
VoD_w = Vol_w \odot VoE_w, \quad \forall w \in W,
\]

where the value of LAs’ data for scenario \( w \) is represented by
\( A \times 1 \) vector \( VoD_w = [VoD_{1,w}, \ldots, VoD_{A,w}]^T \). The internal value and the external value are represented by \( A \times 1 \) vectors \( Vol_w \) and \( VoE_w \), respectively. Symbols \( W \) and \( A \) represent the sets of ancillary service scenarios and the number of
LAs, respectively.

A. Modeling of the internal value

The internal value refers to the inherent characteristics of
data, including data quality and data timeliness. It can be
determined by:

\[
Vol_w = k_w^Q \beta_w^Q + k_w^T \beta_w^T, \quad \forall w \in W,
\]

where \( Vol_w \) is the \( A \times 1 \) vector of internal values. The
data quality factor is denoted by \( A \times 1 \) vector \( \beta_w^Q = [\beta_1^Q, \ldots, \beta_{A,w}^Q]^T \). The data timeliness factor is denoted by
\( A \times 1 \) vector \( \beta_w^T = [\beta_1^T, \ldots, \beta_{A,w}^T]^T \). The parameters \( k_w^Q \)
and \( k_w^T \) are the \( A \times 1 \) vectors of weight coefficients of data
quality factor and data timeliness factor, respectively. They
must satisfy \( k_w^Q + k_w^T = 1 \times 1 \).

1) Data quality factor: There are multiple components
involved in the data valuation process. The process covers the
data generation by different units, the data measurement by
acquisition devices, and the data transmission by ICTs. After
undergoing multiple components, the data quality may be de-
graded between the inherently precise data before the process
and the finally collected data after the process. Therefore,
we establish the data quality factor as the level of coherence
between these data sets. As the level of coherence increases,
the data quality will improve \([33]\). We assume there are two
data sets (inherently precise data \( Q_{a}^p \)
and finally collected data \( Q_{a}^c \)) for LA \( a \) \((\forall a \in A)\). The deviation among data sets will
lead to the incoherence, represented by:

\[
q_a = q_{a}^p - q_{a}^c, \quad \forall q_a \in Q_a, \quad q_{a}^p \in Q_{a}^p, \quad q_{a}^c \in Q_{a}^c,
\]

where \( q_{a}^p \) and \( q_{a}^c \) are the elements belonging to datasets \( Q_{a}^p \)
and \( Q_{a}^c \), respectively.

The data quality factor is defined as the probability of
coherence within a specific threshold, as represented by:

\[
E(M_{a,w}^B) = \int_{0}^{M_{a,w}^B} f(q_a) dq_a,
\]

\[
\beta_{a,w}^Q = E(M_{a,w}^B), \quad \forall a \in A, \quad \forall w \in W,
\]
where \( f(q_a) \) indicates the probability density function (PDF). The integral variable is denoted by \( q_a \). The threshold \( M_B^{a} \) is the maximum permitted deviation of LA \( a \). It should be noted that data quality factors are not affected by particular scenarios due to the inherent characteristics of the data.

It is well noted that the PDF varies according to the distribution. In this paper, we assume the deviation data follows the normal distribution.\(^1\) Thus, the PDF can be expressed as:

\[
f(q_a) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_a}} e^{-\frac{(q_a - \mu_a)^2}{2\sigma_a^2}},
\]

where \( \mu_a \) and \( \sigma_a \) are the mean and standard deviation of the deviation dataset \( Q_a \), respectively.

\(^2\) Data timeliness factor: The internal value of data will be deduced over the reception time \( t_{ao}^{\infty} \), especially in the scenarios with high timeliness requirements. Thus, the data timeliness factor can be derived as:

\[
\beta_{a,w}^{T} = (1 - \xi_{w}^{T} E(M_{a,w}^{B}))^{\epsilon_{w}}, \quad \forall a \in A, \forall w \in W
\]

where \( E(M_{a,w}^{B}) \) is involved in \( \beta_{a,w}^{T} \) to directly decide the attenuation rate \( \xi_{w}^{T} \), \( E(M_{a,w}^{B}) \); \( \xi_{w}^{T} \in (0, 1) \) is a coefficient of data timeliness factor in the scenario \( w \). It can be observed that the data timeliness factors vary across different service scenarios due to the difference of attenuation rate coefficients \( \xi_{w}^{T} \).

B. Modeling of the external value

Defined by its economic value, the external value of data varies when applied in different service scenarios. On the one hand, the economic value of data is strongly correlated with the trading prices of regulation resources in different ancillary service scenarios. For instance, if the data is utilized for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide the primary reserve, the economic value of data is derived from the clearing price in the ancillary service scenario of the primary reserve. It should be noted that the prices of ancillary service resources fluctuate across various service scenarios. The fluctuating prices of services positively contribute to the economic value of data. If the resources are more expensive in the frequency regulation scenario compared to the primary and synchronized reserve scenarios, the economic value of the data in the frequency regulation scenario surpasses that in the primary and synchronized reserve scenarios. On the other hand, the varying data collection frequencies also impact the economic value of data. Within a 5-minute interval, data from frequency regulation resources should be gathered every 10 seconds, whereas data from primary and synchronized reserve resources should be gathered every minute.

Thus, the external value is predominantly determined by the price of the corresponding resource and the data collection frequency in the specific service scenario, as represented by:

\[
V_{oE_{w}} = \frac{\chi}{t_{w}^{f_{w}}}p_{w}, \quad \forall w \in W,
\]

where \( p_{w} = [p_{1,w}, \cdots, p_{A,w}]^{T} \) is the \( A \times 1 \) vector representing the unit trading price of regulation resources in ancillary service scenario \( w \). The symbol \( \chi \) is a unit conversion factor used to transform the unit from \$/MW to \$/GB, with the assumption that it is equal to 1. The denominator \( t_{w}^{f_{w}} \) indicates the data collection frequency, where \( t_{w} \) and \( f_{w} \) denote the dispatching period and data collection interval in the scenario \( w \), respectively. It is noteworthy that the economic values of data are consistent across various LAs, as these parameters heavily rely on multiple ancillary services scenarios.

C. Discussion about the developed data valuation approach

The existing data valuation approaches can be classified into three aspects, i.e., the market-based model, the economic model, and the multi-dimensional model [30].

1) The market-based model assesses the value of data through revenue generated from data sales, expenses incurred in data purchases, and the market capitalization of data-centric organizations. This model is commonly employed by organizations regularly engaged in the trading of data and data-centric enterprises.

2) The economic model assesses the values of data based on its economic ramifications. This model is primarily used by governments to evaluate the worth of making data public. For instance, governments share the weather data they obtain to aid in the sustainable advancement of weather forecasting ecosystems.

3) The multi-dimensional model evaluates the values of data by assessing the internal characteristics of data and data application scenarios. This model employs formulas incorporating various dimensions to evaluate the value of data for business operations.

Given that the electricity data originates from respective sources and is transmitted to the ISO for dispatch, the multi-dimensional model is notably more suitable for valuing data in the power system compared to the other two models.

III. ANALOGOUS MODELING OF DATA-TRANSMITTING COMMUNICATION NETWORKS TO POWER NETWORKS

A. Coupling modes of power networks and communication networks

To achieve coordinated optimization in power-communication coupled networks, we develop an analogous model of communication networks dedicated to data transmission. Analogous to the components in power networks, the communication networks are comprised of data source nodes, data load nodes, branches, and the topology. Fig. 3 presents the coupling mode of corresponding elements and parameters between power and communication networks.

All the analogous elements in communication networks indicate physical meanings, similar to power networks. First, in power networks, ISO dispatches large-scale flexible loads to serve as regulation resources in hybrid ancillary service scenarios. Analogously, in communication networks, the transmitted data is dispatched by the data center to support the dispatching
results. Second, the fundamental elements of power networks consist of electricity buses and power branches, whereas communication networks are comprised of base stations and communication branches. Thereby, the node-branch incidence matrix of power networks is $B^P$ while the communication network’s is $B^F$. Next, in power networks, regulation resources primarily originate from LAs, which aggregate large-scale flexible loads, whereas data sources are derived from base stations, which collect data from measurement units in communication networks. By aggregating large-scale flexible loads through LAs, the regulation capacities $R^A$ are injected into nodes within power networks. Analogously, in communication networks, collected from measurement units, LAs’ data with a volume of $D^A$ is injected into data nodes. As injection in power networks, regulation capacities are paid by scenario-based trading prices $\tau_w$, leading to the regulation revenue $Q^P_w$ of LAs. As injection in communication networks, data volumes are paid by diverse data values $V_o D_w$. Finally, to transmit the substantial data resulting from the dispatching volumes are paid by diverse data values $Q^P_w$, and communication costs $C^F$. Therefore, the vector of all the nodes’ data-sending volume can be transformed into:

$$D^S_w = h^w \odot R^A_w, \forall w \in \mathcal{W}, \quad (6)$$

where $h_w = [h_{1,w}, \cdots, h_{A,w}]^T$. The regulation capacities of LAs in the scenario $w$ are shown by $A \times 1$ vector $R^A_w = [R^A_{1,w}, \cdots, R^A_{A,w}]^T$. The symbol $\odot$ means the Hadamard product operator by the element-by-element product of two matrices.

2) Modeling of data load nodes: During the dispatching interval, the ISO receives all the data from LAs involved in hybrid scenarios with flexible loads. Therefore, the data demand from the ISO is defined as a data load node in communication networks. The data-receiving volume of data load nodes in the scenario $w$ can be shown by:

$$D^L_w = [0, \cdots, D^L_{j,w}, \cdots, 0]^T, \forall w \in \mathcal{W}, \quad (7)$$

where $D^L_{j,w}$ indicates the data-receiving volume of the data load node at node $j$, satisfying $D^L_{j,w} = h^w \odot R^A_w$.

Therefore, the vector of all the nodes’ data-receiving volume can be transformed into:

$$D^{{NetS}}_w = (E^S)^T D^S_w - (E^L)^T D^L_w, \forall w \in \mathcal{W}, \quad (8)$$

where $E^S$ and $E^L$ are the $A \times I$ element-node incidence matrices of data source nodes and data load nodes, respectively. The element $E^S_{a,t}$ and $E^L_{a,t}$ indicates if there is a data source or load at node $i$. The multipliers $(E^S)^T D^S_w$ and $(E^L)^T D^L_w$ thereby present the $I \times 1$ vectors of the nodal data-sending volume and nodal data-receiving volume, respectively.

Furthermore, the total net data source at all nodes can be denoted by $I \times W$ matrix $D^{{NetS}} = [D^{{NetS}}_1, \cdots, D^{{NetS}}_W]$.

C. Analogous modeling of communication flow

1) Modeling of data traffic: All the injected data is carried through communication branches, resulting in data traffic within communication networks. Equivalent to power flow in power networks, the data traffic in communication networks
is referred to as communication flow. It can be represented by the $1 \times K$ vector $D^F_w$:

$$D^F_w = 1_I D^S_{w \to B}, \quad \forall w \in W,$$

(9a)

where the data traffic in the scenario $w$ is derived by matrix $D^S_{w \to B} = \{D^S_{i,k,w}\}_{1 \times K}$, where the elements $D^S_{i,k,w}$ is allocated to the $i$-th branch in the communication network from node $i$ in the scenario $w$. $1_I$ is the $1 \times I$ vector with all ones.

Further, the communication flow in communication branches is denoted by a $K \times 1$ vector $D^F = [D^F_1, \ldots, D^F_K]^T$:

$$D^F = D^{\text{finW}}_1W, \quad \forall k \in K,$$

(9b)

where the communication flow of all communications in scenarios is a $K \times W$ matrix $D^{\text{finW}} = [D^F_1, \ldots, D^F_W]$. The symbol $K$ is the set of communication branches. The symbol $1_W$ is a $W \times 1$ column vector with all ones.

The communication flow $D^F$ should satisfy the following lower and upper bounds:

$$D^{F_\text{min}} \leq D^F \leq D^{F_\text{max}}, \quad \forall k \in K,$$

(9c)

2) Modeling of communication costs: In accordance with the general communication charging strategy, the communication flow can be billed based on communication prices. The dynamic prices are distributed spatially among communication branches within communication networks. The price vector of communication branches can be expressed by:

$$p^F = \sigma \odot D^F + \zeta,$$

(10a)

where the price parameters are expressed by $K \times 1$ vectors $\sigma = [\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_K]^T$ and $\zeta = [\zeta_1, \ldots, \zeta_K]^T$, respectively.

Thus, the communication costs of communication branches are derived as $K \times 1$ vector:

$$C^F = \text{diag}(\sigma)(D^F \odot D^F) + \text{diag}(\zeta)(D^F), \quad \forall k \in K,$$

(10b)

### D. Analogous modeling of communication networks topology

The relationship between data nodes and communication branches can be represented by a node-branch incidence matrix $B^F = \{B^F_{i,k}\}_{1 \times K}$. The element $B^F_{i,k}$ indicates the relationship between the node $i$ and the branch $k$, satisfying:

$$B^F_{i,k} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } i \text{ is the data-sending node for branch } k; \\
-1 & \text{if } i \text{ is the data-receiving node for branch } k; \\
0 & \text{if } i \text{ is not connected with branch } k.
\end{cases}$$

(11a)

The nodal balance of communication flow can be satisfied as:

$$D^{\text{NetS}}_1W - B^F(D^F)^T = 0_I, \quad \forall w \in W,$$

(11b)

where the first part $D^{\text{NetS}}_1W$ is the vector of $I$ nodes’ data-sending volume in the communication network. The second part $B^F(D^F)^T$ is the net communication flow of $I$ nodes in the communication network by considering all scenarios. The symbol $0_I$ denotes the $I \times 1$ column vector with all zeros.

### IV. Coordinated Optimization of Power-Communication Networks

#### A. Modeling of power networks

1) Power constraints of generators: In one interval, generators ramp up their output power to offer regulation capacities in hybrid ancillary service scenarios. The dispatched generation power of generators involved in the scenario $w$ $P^{D,G} = [p^{D,G}_1, \ldots, p^{D,G}_K]^T$ can be calculated by:

$$P^{D,G} = P^{S,G} + R^G 1_W, \quad \forall w \in W,$$

(12a)

where $P^{S,G}$ is the $G \times 1$ vector of the original generation power vector of generators. The matrix $R^G = [R^G_1, \ldots, R^G_W]$ is the $G \times W$ matrix of regulation power of generators in hybrid scenarios, where the element $R^G_{i,w} \geq 0$. The parameters $G$ and $W$ are the number of generators and scenarios in power networks, respectively.

The generated power should satisfy the following constraints:

$$P^{D,G,-} \leq P^{D,G} \leq P^{D,G,+},$$

(12b)

$$Q^{D,G,-} \leq Q^{D,G} \leq Q^{D,G,+},$$

(12c)

$$-PR^{D,G} \leq P^{D,G} - P^{S,G} \leq PR^{D,G},$$

(12d)

$$-QR^{D,G} \leq P^{D,G} - P^{S,G} \leq QR^{D,G},$$

(12e)

where the parameters $P^{D,G,-}$ and $P^{D,G,+}$ are the vectors of lower and upper bounds of generation power, respectively. The vector $PR^{D,G}$ and $QR^{D,G}$ mean the ramp rate limit of generators’ active power and reactive power, respectively.

2) Power constraints of LAs: In one interval, LAs reduce their output power to offer regulation capacities in hybrid ancillary service scenarios. The dispatched load power of LAs $w$ $P^{D,A} = [p^{D,A}_1, \ldots, p^{D,A}_A]^T$ can be calculated by:

$$P^{D,A} = P^{S,A} - R^A 1_W, \quad \forall w \in W,$$

(13a)

where $P^{S,A}$ is the $A \times 1$ vector of the original load power of LAs. The matrix $R^A = [R^A_1, \ldots, R^A_W]$ is the $A \times W$ matrix of regulation power of LAs in hybrid scenarios, where the element $R^A_{a,w} \geq 0$. The parameter $A$ is the number of LAs.

The dispatched load power of LAs should satisfy the following constraints:

$$P^{D,A,-} \leq P^{D,A} \leq P^{D,A,+},$$

(13b)

$$-R^A \leq P^{S,A} - P^{D,A} \leq R^A,$$

(13c)

where the parameters $P^{D,A,-}$ and $P^{D,A,+}$ are the vectors of lower and upper bounds of load power of LAs, respectively. The vector $R^A$ means the ramp rate limit of LAs.

3) Regulation power constraints: The regulation power of generators and LAs should satisfy the requirements in hybrid scenarios, which is denoted by $1 \times W$ vector $\mathcal{R} = [\mathcal{R}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{R}_W]$:

$$1_M(\mathcal{J}^G)^T \mathcal{R}^G + 1_M(\mathcal{J}^A)^T \mathcal{R}^A = \mathcal{R},$$

(14)
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where $\mathcal{J}^G$ and $\mathcal{J}^A$ represent the $G \times M$ unit-node incidence matrix of generators and the $A \times M$ unit-node incidence matrix of LAs, respectively. The symbol $1_M$ is $1 \times M$ vector with all ones. The element $R^G_{G,w}$ of the $G \times M$ matrix $R^G$ indicates the regulation capacity of generator $g$ in scenario $w$. The multiplier $(\mathcal{J}^G)^T R^G$ thereby presents the $M \times W$ matrix of the regulation capacities from generators of $M$ nodes in $W$ scenarios in power networks. Further, the first part $1_M (\mathcal{J}^G)^T R^G$ means the $1 \times W$ vector of total regulation capacities from generators of all nodes in $W$ scenarios in power networks. Relatively, the element $R^A_{A,w}$ of the $A \times M$ matrix $R^A$ indicates the regulation capacity of LA $a$ in scenario $w$. The multiplier $(\mathcal{J}^A)^T R^A$ thereby presents the $M \times W$ matrix of the regulation capacities from LAs of $M$ nodes in $W$ scenarios in power networks. Further, the first part $1_M (\mathcal{J}^A)^T R^A$ means the $1 \times W$ vector of total regulation capacities from LAs of all nodes in $W$ scenarios in power networks.

4) Power flow constraints: A decoupled linearized power flow model in [36] is utilized in this study. The power flow of power branches in the scenarios can be denoted by $L \times 1$ vector $P^F = [P_{11}^F, \cdots, P_{L1}^F]^T$, $Q^F = [Q_{11}^F, \cdots, Q_{L1}^F]^T$, which are represented by:

$$P^F = \text{diag}(Y) * B^P * U + \text{diag}(Y) * B^P * \delta,$$
$$Q^F = \text{diag}(Y) * B^Q * U - \text{diag}(Y) * B^Q * \delta,$$  \hfill (15a)

where $P^F$ and $Q^F$ are active and reactive power by branches. The symbols $Y_1$ and $Y_2$ are the real and imaginary part of the branch admittance vector $B$, respectively, satisfying $B = [B_{11}, \cdots, B_{L1}]^T$. The symbol $B^P$ is the $M \times L$ node-branch incidence matrix in power networks. The symbol $U$ is the vector of the bus voltages, satisfying $U = [U_1, \cdots, U_M]$, constrained by:

$$U^- \leq U \leq U^+,$$  \hfill (15b)

The symbol $\delta$ is the vector of the bus angles, satisfying $\delta = [\delta_1, \cdots, \delta_M]^T$, constrained by:

$$\delta^- \leq \delta \leq \delta^+.$$  \hfill (15c)

5) Nodal power balance constraints: The active and reactive power injection vectors of all nodes in power networks are derived by follows, respectively:

$$P_{\text{NetD}}^\text{D,G} = (\mathcal{J}^G)^T P_{\text{D,G}},$$
$$P_{\text{NetD}}^\text{D,A} = (\mathcal{J}^A)^T P_{\text{D,A}},$$

where the element $\mathcal{J}^G_{g,m}$ indicates if there is a generator at node $m$. And $\mathcal{J}^A_{a,m}$ indicates if there is an LA at node $m$. The multiplier $(\mathcal{J}^G)^T P_{\text{D,G}}$ thereby presents the $M \times 1$ vector of the nodal active generation power. The multiplier $(\mathcal{J}^A)^T P_{\text{D,A}}$ thereby presents the $M \times 1$ vector of the nodal active load power. The multipliers $(\mathcal{J}^G)^T Q_{\text{D,G}}$ and $(\mathcal{J}^A)^T Q_{\text{D,A}}$ present the $M \times 1$ vector of the nodal reactive generation power and the nodal reactive load power, respectively.

The active and reactive power balance for each node in power networks should be enforced by constraints as follows, respectively:

$$B^P P^F = P_{\text{NetD}}^\text{D,G} = 0_M,$$
$$B^Q Q^F = Q_{\text{NetD}}^\text{D,G} = 0_M,$$  \hfill (16b)

where $0_M$ is the $M \times 1$ column vector with all zeros.

6) Transmission capacity constraints: The transmission capacity constraints of power branches at scenario $w$ are represented by:

$$P^F_w \leq P^F \leq P^F_{+w},$$
$$Q^F_w \leq Q^F \leq Q^F_{+w},$$  \hfill (17)

where $P^F_w$, $Q^F_w$, $P^F_{+w}$ and $Q^F_{+w}$ are the vector of lower and upper lower bounds of power flow, respectively.

B. Data valuation-aware coordinated optimization problem

Fig. 3 depicts the coordinated optimization involving data valuation-aware power-communication coupled networks and hybrid ancillary service scenarios. On one hand, in a given scenario, data generated by dispatching flexible loads, with various values, is transmitted through communication networks. This leads to significant data-valuation-aware communication costs, which can have an impact on the dispatching outcomes of generators and LAs in power-communication coupled networks. On the other hand, in hybrid ancillary service scenarios, there are varying values and volumes of injected data. As a result, communication flows occur with data-valuation-aware power-communication coupled networks, which can impact the regulation capacities of generators and LAs in hybrid ancillary service scenarios. Therefore, we develop a coordinated optimization strategy to dispatch the regulation capacities of generators and LAs in power-communication coupled networks while incorporating data valuation within hybrid ancillary services. Considering that the data valuation is conducted by the data center, it covers the data communication costs and receives the data revenue from the varies data values in communication networks. Accordingly, the ISO manages the electricity costs and regulation revenues from the power networks involved in hybrid service scenarios. The objective for the coordinated optimization of power-communication coupled networks is to maximize the net total revenue with hybrid ancillary service scenarios, which can be expressed by:

$$\max F = \sum_{w \in W} \left[ Q^G_{w} + Q^F_w + Q^D_w – C^G_{w} – C^P_{w} – C^Q_{w} \right],$$  \hfill (18a)

where $F$ is the net revenue. The symbols $Q^G_w$ and $Q^P_w$ represent the regulation revenue of generators and LAs, respectively. The symbol $Q^D_w$ is the revenue of data value. The symbols $C^G_w$ and $C^P_w$ are the regulation cost of generators and LAs, respectively. The symbol $C^Q_w$ is the communication cost in scenario $w$.

The revenue of generators in the scenario $w$ is represented by:

$$Q^G_w = \tau w \cdot R^G_{w}, \quad \forall w \in W,$$  \hfill (18b)
where the regulation prices of all nodes in power networks are denoted by the $1 \times M$ vector $\tau_w = [\tau_{1,w}, \cdots , \tau_{M,w}]$.

The revenue of LAs in the scenario $w$ is represented by:

$$Q^w_P = \tau_w^T R^w_A , \ \forall w \in W.$$  \hfill (18c)

The revenue of data value in the scenario $w$ is represented by:

$$Q^w_D = [V o D_w]^T D^w , \ \forall w \in W.$$  \hfill (18d)

The regulation cost of generators in the scenario $w$ is represented by:

$$C^G_w = (a^G)^T [R^G_w \circ R^G_w] + (b^G)^T R^G_w , \ \forall w \in W.$$  \hfill (18e)

where $a^G$ and $b^G$ are the parameter vectors of the regulation cost function of generators in all nodes, denoted by $a^G = [a^G_1, \cdots , a^G_M]^T$ and $b^G = [b^G_1, \cdots , b^G_M]^T$, respectively.

The regulation cost of LAs in the scenario $w$ is represented by:

$$C^P_w = (a^A)^T [R^A_w \circ R^A_w] + (b^A)^T R^A_w , \ \forall w \in W.$$  \hfill (18f)

where $a^A$ and $b^A$ are the parameter vectors of the regulation cost function of LAs in all nodes, denoted by $a^A = [a^A_1, \cdots , a^A_M]^T$ and $b^A = [b^A_1, \cdots , b^A_M]^T$, respectively.

The total communication cost is represented by:

$$C^F = \sigma^T (D^F \circ D^F)^T + \zeta^T (D^F)^T , \ \forall k \in K.$$  \hfill (18g)

Therefore, the objective function (18) is constrained by the analogous model of data-transmitting communication networks in Eqs. (6) - (11), and regulation constraints of regulation resources in power networks in Eqs. (12) - (17). This objective function is a quadratic function with no cross terms. The Hessian matrix is semi-positive definite. All the constraints are affine functions. Especially for the power flow of branches, the linearized AC power flow [36] is adopted to decouple the voltage magnitudes and bus angles in the power networks. It follows that the proposed optimization problem is ultimately a convex quadratic programming problem, which can be efficiently solved by utilizing commercial solvers such as Gurobi [37].

V. CASE STUDIES

In case studies, we discuss the impact of data valuation power-communication coupled networks on the dispatching of flexible loads. The simulations are conducted on a desktop computer with Inter Core i7-10700 CPU and 16G RAM utilizing MATLAB 2022b with the YALMIP optimization toolbox.

The effectiveness of the proposed dispatching strategy is validated in 5-bus and 118-bus power-communication coupled networks through a comparison of S1: Conventional strategy and S2: Proposed strategy.

In the conventional strategy, the ISO dispatches large-scale flexible loads in the power networks under the assumption that the data related to dispatching can be transmitted across the communication networks without any charges. Moreover, the ISO in S1 neglects the impact of data value derived from dispatching data, consequently forfeiting potential data revenue. Mathematically, the objective function of the optimization model in S1 encompasses generators’ regulation revenue and costs, as well as LAs’ regulation revenue and costs in Eq. (19a).

$$\max \mathcal{F} = \sum_{w \in W} [Q^G_w + Q^P_w - C^G_w - C^P_w],$$  \hfill (19a)

where $\mathcal{F}$ is the net regulation revenue. The symbols $Q^G_w$ and $Q^P_w$ represent the regulation revenue of generators and LAs, respectively. The symbol $Q^D_w$ is the revenue of data value. The symbols $C^G_w$ and $C^A_w$ are the regulation cost of generators and LAs, respectively.

During the dispatching process in S1, communication costs caused by data transmission are disregarded in contrast to the proposed strategy S2. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that communication charges do exist and should be carefully taken into account for the dispatch of large-scale flexible loads [24]. It follows that the comprehensive net revenue in S1 should encompass the communication costs but exclude data revenue, which can be presented as follows:

$$\max \mathcal{F} = \sum_{w \in W} [Q^G_w + Q^P_w - C^G_w - C^P_w - C^F_w],$$  \hfill (19b)

where $\mathcal{F}$ is the net regulation revenue. The symbols $Q^G_w$ and $Q^P_w$ represent the regulation revenue of generators and LAs, respectively. The symbols $C^G_w$ and $C^A_w$ are the regulation cost of generators and LAs, respectively. The symbol $C^F_w$ is the communication cost.

In this paper, the proposed strategy integrates data with varying economic values and different internal values. The dispatching of flexible loads in power-communication coupled networks aims to achieve a balance between the net regulation revenue in power networks, and the data valuation-aware communication costs in communication networks. The objective function is presented in Eq. (18a). And it is the realistic total net revenue of the ISO in S2.

A. Coordinated optimization results of 5-bus power-communication coupled networks

The topology of 5-bus power-communication coupled networks is based on the IEEE 5-bus test system in Fig. 3. In this paper, we consider each generator to provide one of the hybrid ancillary scenarios. Generator 3 provides frequency regulation in the scenario $w_1$, generator 4 provides primary reserve in the scenario $w_2$, and generator 5 provides synchronized reserve in the scenario $w_3$. Each LA can provide regulation resources to participate in hybrid service scenarios. The dispatching interval is one hour. The trading prices in hybrid ancillary scenarios come from the public data set in PJM [38]. All the units are price-takers. Besides, The communication pricing strategy refers to the public projects of giant industry companies, such as Alibaba and Google [25], [39].

1) The impact analysis of data valuation-aware power-communication coupled networks

By considering multi-dimensional data values and dynamic communication prices in power-communication coupled networks, ISO will redistribute the regulation capacities in hybrid
ancillary service scenarios among generators and LAs in S2 compared with S1. Fig. 4 compares the regulation capacities of generators and LAs in hybrid scenarios in S1 and S2. It is evident that all the generators enhance the regulation capacities to address the communication costs by dispatching LAs. Especially for generator 3, its regulation capacity increases by 71.34%, rising from 9.79 MWh in S1 to 16.78 MWh in S2. Furthermore, the generators 4 and 5 experience growth rates of 9.15% and 16.23%, respectively. Generators 1 and 2 are still working on their maximum generation power and have no extra regulation capacities. Instead, LAs decrease their total regulation capacities by 5.41% compared with S1. Although LA-2 enhances the regulation capacity by 18.23%, LA-1 and LA-3 reduce their overall regulation capacity in three scenarios by 0.12% and 15.88% to mitigate the communication costs, respectively.

Last but not least, this paper investigates the coordinated optimization of power-communication coupled networks to dispatch large-scale flexible loads in advance. The coordinated optimization is conducted with a one-hour-ahead time frame. One of the main contributions of the proposed coordinated optimization framework is the communication network model that is equivalent to power networks, encompassing the communication-related objective function and constraints. There is no added complexity in the proposed coordinated optimization model for power-communication coupled networks. Based on the simulation results, the processing time of the proposed coordinated optimization model is 3.06 seconds, which is significantly lower than the one-hour ahead period. Furthermore, the computation time of 3.06 seconds for the coordinated optimization model proposed has a marginal increase of 5.52% compared to the 2.89 seconds of the conventional optimization model. It follows that the computation time is practical for dispatching large-scale flexible loads to provide hybrid services in the proposed coordinated optimization framework.

2) The impact analysis of different ancillary services

Various data collection frequencies lead to varying data volumes in different ancillary scenarios, resulting in distinct data valuation-aware communication costs. To achieve the coordinated optimization of power-communication coupled networks with data valuation, the regulation capacities of generators and LAs can be reallocated in each scenario in Fig. 5. Compared with S1, each generator enhances its regulation capacity in the corresponding scenario, as depicted in Fig. 5(a). However, LAs reassign their regulation capacities in each scenario in Fig. 5(b). In the scenario $w_1$, all LAs decrease their regulation capacities due to the high data collection frequency for regulation service. In S1, LAs’ and generators’ total regulation capacities in scenario $w_1$ are 8.21 MWh and 9.29 MWh, respectively. In S2, LAs’ and generators’ total regulation capacities in scenario $w_1$ are 1.22 MWh and 16.78 MWh. Thus, LAs decrease the frequency regulation capacities of 6.99 MWh in S2 compared to S1. The share of LAs’ regulation capacities in the total requirement of 18 MWh decreases from 45.59% in S1 to 6.77% in S2. This is a significant decrease in LAs’ regulation capacities in scenario $w_1$ compared to 2.01% in scenario $w_2$ and 0.81% in scenario $w_3$. This is because the data volume collected in scenario $w_1$ is six times larger than that in scenario $w_1$ or scenario $w_2$ [21].

3) The impact of coordinated optimization on power-communication coupled networks

Since the regulation capacities of generators and LAs are reallocated in power networks, the data-sending volume changes among data source nodes in communication networks. The adjustment of data volume results in the reassignment of communication flows within communication networks. Fig. 6 illustrates power flows and communication flows within the power-communication coupled networks in S1 and S2. As a result, the data volume resulting from dispatching flexible loads is reduced by 21.61%, decreasing from 54.14 GB in S1 to 42.44 GB in S2. This reduction helps alleviate the burden of explosive data. Additionally, communication flows within branches k1, k2, and k4 decrease by 35.29%, 37.70%, and
Fig. 7. The relationship among diverse data values, distributed LAs, and different service scenarios, where F1: data quality; F2: data timeliness; F3: economic value: (a) Data value factors of LAs in one scenario; (b) Data value factors of LA 1 in different service scenarios.

Fig. 8. Regulation capacities of LAs in each scenario in S2 and S3.

20.41\%, respectively, while maintaining their original data transmission directions. Specifically, communication flows within branches k3, k5, and k6 show an increase from a value of 0. This indicates the proposed strategy can effectively optimize communication flows within the coupled networks, resulting in a reduction in overall communication costs.

4) The impact of coordinated optimization on dispatching cost and revenue

Table I compares the detailed costs and revenues of generators and LAs in S1 and S2. The most obvious change is that the total net revenue increases by around 5.54\% from 6991.07$ in S1 to 7378.27$ in S2. The realistic total cost decreases by 2.90\% from 5361.47$ in S1 to 5205.74$ in S2 due to the improvement of communication costs. Besides, the proportion of communication costs to total costs decreases from 8.13\% to 4.56\% due to the reassignment of LAs’ regulation capacities in hybrid scenarios. This improvement validates the effectiveness of the proposed coordinated optimization in power-communication coupled networks.

5) The impact of various data valuation approaches

The value of data is developed based on three factors, i.e. data quality (F1), data timeliness (F2), and economic value (F3). The economic value depends on various scenarios while data quality depends on diverse LAs. And data timeliness is contributed by diverse LAs and various scenarios simultaneously. Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship among diverse data values, distributed LAs, and different service scenarios. Fig. 7(a) shows the distribution of LAs’ data value in one scenario (w1). Data quality factors vary among different LAs due to the diverse inherent characteristics of their data. For instance, LA-2 has the highest data quality factor of 0.55, whereas LA-1 has the lowest factor of 0.35. Despite having the lowest data quality, LA-1 has the highest data timeliness factor of 0.68, attributed to its minimal reception time. Additionally, in the given application scenario, i.e., ancillary service scenarios, the data economic value is contributed by the trading price and the frequency of data collection. Thus, in the scenario w1 depicted in Fig. 7(a), all the LAs process an identical economic value of 2.43. However, in different service scenarios shown in Fig. 7(b), LA-1 exhibits various economic values across hybrid scenarios because of the diverse trading prices of regulation resources. Additionally, LA-1 exhibits the identical data quality factor in different service scenarios while presenting different data timeliness in various scenarios due to different requirements for different services.

Different data valuation approaches may affect the dispatching results of LAs in power-communication coupled networks within hybrid scenarios. Thus, we envision a desirable situation in S3, in which all LAs’ data have equivalent inherent characteristics, including data quality and data timeliness. This situation can be considered that all the data is gathered from standardized devices and processes with precisely the same characteristics, ensuring the coherence of the data quality and timeliness. Fig. 8 compares the regulation capacities of LAs in each scenario in S2 and S3. There are slight variations in LAs’ regulation capacities in S3 compared to S2. For instance, LA-2 reduces its regulation capacity by 6.22\% and 6.92\% in the scenario w2 and w3, respectively. LA-3 enhances its regulation capacity by 6.22\% and 2.47\% in the scenario w2 and w3, respectively. Consequently, the diverse data valuation approaches affect the dispatching results of large-scale flexible loads in the power-communication coupled networks.

B. Coordinated optimization results of 118-bus power-communication coupled networks

In this section, we further analyze the coordinated optimization involved with data valuation-aware on the 118-bus power-communication coupled networks. The power network is based on the IEEE 118-bus test system shown in Fig. 9.

Dynamic communication prices are distributed in the branches within communication networks, impacting the dispatching results of regulation resources in hybrid scenarios in power networks. Fig. 9 shows the regulation capacities of 54 generators and 99 LAs in the 118-bus power networks during a one-hour dispatching interval. The dispatching results by S1 in Fig. 9(a)-(c) and S2 in Fig. 9(d)-(f) are compared to discuss the impact of power-communication coupled networks on dispatching results of generators and LAs. Compared with S1, the total regulation capacities of generators increase significantly by 36.33\% after taking into account data revenue and communication costs, while the overall regulation capacities of LAs tend to be lower. In terms of LAs, the top LA changes from LA-74 at bus 59 in S1 to LA-97 at bus 116 in S2, and the top regulation capacity of one LA decreases remarkably from 249.30MW to 165.60MW. Taking into account the essential communication costs with data valuation by dispatching flexible loads, the regulation capacities among diverse nodes
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in power networks are totally reallocated by the proposed coordinated optimization strategy. For instance, the top node with the most regulation capacity changes from bus 59 to bus 116.

To further discuss the impact of different data valuation approaches, we compare the regulation capacities of LAs in 118-bus power-communication coupled networks in S2 and S3 in Fig 10. In S3, all the LAs have uniform inherent characteristics, i.e., equivalent-quality and equivalent-timeliness data. Economic value is the only factor varying with scenarios. By the data valuation approach in S3, approximately 94.95% of LAs maintain the regulation capacities compared to S2. Only five LAs, i.e. LA-46, LA-51, LA-59, LA-66, and LA-91, change their regulation capacities due to the impact of the data valuation approach. LA-51 and LA-91 decrease their regulation capacity by 26% and 44%, respectively, while LA-46, LA-59, and LA-66 increase their extra regulation capacities by 3%, 127%, and 5%, respectively. It can be deduced that different data valuation approaches will influence the dispatching results of LAs as well.

Fig. 9. Regulation capacity for each unit in the 118-bus power-communication coupled networks in S1 and S2.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we develop a data valuation-aware coordinated optimization framework for dispatching large-scale flexible loads in power-communication coupled networks. The main work is mainly contributed by: 1) the data valuation considering both inherent characteristics (i.e., data quality, data timeliness) and external values (i.e., economic value varying from hybrid services); 2) the analogous model of communication networks to power networks to formulate the relationships between the components in the coupled networks; 3) the coordinated optimization model integrating power flow and communication flow in coupled networks. Finally, numerical results present the effectiveness of the proposed framework. By considering the impact of data valuation in data-transmitting communication networks, the regulation capacities will be reallocated among regulation resources to provide hybrid ancillary services, effectively improving the regulation revenue in power-communication coupled networks.

Fig. 10. Regulation capacities of LAs in 118-bus power-communication coupled networks in S2 and S3.

APPENDIX

Here we consider three additional types of distributions as examples [31]. When the deviation data $q_a$ follows the uniform distribution, the PDF can be expressed as:

$$f(q_a) = \frac{1}{(q_{a,\text{max,U}} - q_{a,\text{min,U}})}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A1)

where $q_{a,\text{max,U}}$ and $q_{a,\text{min,U}}$ are the maximum value and minimum value of the deviation dataset $Q_a$, respectively.

When the deviation data $q_a$ follows the logistic distribution, the PDF can be expressed as:

$$f(q_a) = \frac{e^{-\frac{(q_a - \mu_{a,L})}{\beta_{a,L}}} - e^{-\frac{(q_{a,\text{min,L}} - \mu_{a,L})}{\beta_{a,L}}}}{\beta_{a,L}[1 + e^{-\frac{(q_{a,\text{min,L}} - \mu_{a,L})}{\beta_{a,L}}}]^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

where $\mu_{a,L}$ and $\beta_{a,L}$ are the location factor and shape factor.
When the deviation data $q_a$ follows Laplace distribution, the PDF can be expressed as:

$$f(q_a) = \frac{1}{2\lambda_{a,LA}} e^{-\frac{|q_a - \mu_{a,LA}|}{\lambda_{a,LA}}}, \quad (A3)$$

where $\lambda_{a,LA}$ and $\mu_{a,LA}$ are location factor and shape factor.
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